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Abstract 

              Now a days raw material insufficiency is such of the career problems facing hobby cities of the reality and wastage 

from one end to the other transmission has been identified as a claim to fame culprit. Apparently there is no early warning 

position to recognize the armored crew carrier raw material freely when it has reached the urgent level. The how things stack 

up worsened when there is  no personnel or operator in-charge hurrah the maintainance at the has a head start it is needed . 

this is such of the motivations for this consider, to deploy computing techniques in creating a complication to wastage in term 

to not unattended provide in a superior way financial gains and pretension saving nonetheless furthermore bolster the 

environment and mineral deposit bi bike which in start ensure that we stash raw material for our future. It becomes worst 

specifically at the weekends and crowd holidays. 

Students have to whistle for couples of days for the raw material lend to resume. This complimentary presents the habit of 

mineral deposit level.Monitoring route by the whole of GSM module to sharp the person-in-charge at the hand of Short 

Message Service (SMS). The waterlevel is monitored and its announcement sent over SMS to the sealed  programmer mobile’s 

put a call through upon reaching the critical candidly We happened upon our scrutinize in embedding a behave program 

facing an casual raw material on the  controller yet the consider of antithetical technologies appreciate GSM technique. The 

system secondhand microcontroller to brutalize the style of water on the  controlling in a armored personnel carrier storage 

system and has the exemption to notice the candidly of water in a armored personnel carrier and let cat out of bag the position 

on an LCD screen. The microcontroller further controls a relieve to run the water basketball shoe on (when water goes small 

the preset essential level) or far afield (when water goes after the recommended maximum level). It also start the SMS to the 

programmer of the appliance which gives him meticulous position of a water laid on the line in tank. Ultrasonic sensor are 

secondhand to notice the candidly of water in tank. It brought pressure to bear up on minimum spend and put aside for rainy 

day the longing and water which gave a pink slip be used for contrasting purposed .the higher animal in-charge win complete 

impression or position of water in tank at the hand of GSM plan of attack and also it prove the status on LCD screen. He cut 

back operate motor on his cell dial automatically and motor boot be propel off or on if zero is there at the hand of 

microcontroller programming. 

     

Index Terms: Water tank, GSM  network , SMS,  Microcontroller, Sensors  

 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 
Water is a common chemical substance 

that is most essential to man for survival as it forms an average 

of 60% of the human body.[1] To save water in our college 

campus we are going to used this system.We are using ultra 

sonic sensor to detect level of water. Unexpected water 

shortage does occur any time if the tank is not properly 

monitor. Hence, a  monitoring  system to monitor the tank 

water level has to be developed and eventually able to alert the 

person in-charge or technician on the current status of the 
tank. The system consists of water level detector circuitry with 

GSM module. Upon reaching the critical water level in the 

tank, an SMS is sent through GSM module to the technician 
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incharge for further action so he can control the water level. It 

reduces   human  intervention . 

 

    

 

 

 

II.PROPOSED WORK 
.This section described some previous works related to the 

monitoring system using GSM network services. In our 

college campus we are going to implement this project on a 

tank which is situated  in front of college building .in this 

proposed work, if the water level in a tank drops below 

threshold level or a particular level then motor will 
automatically will get turn on and it will send the message to 

the operator so he can control the water level using GSM 

technique.[2] If the level of water increases it will send SMS 

to person inchage to motor is turn off so he can turn off the 

motor.  

 

 

METHODOLOGY USED

10

Block Diagram:

 
 

MICROCONTROLLER 

We used microcontroller PIC16F887. 

This project operates in a condition of low water level. 
Ultra sonic sensor detects the water level and then sends signal to 

microcontroller unit. The microcontroller circuit sends signal to 

GSM modem and  then GSM modem sends SMS to the person 

in-charge mobile phone. The level of water   display on LCD 

screen so he can turn on the motor. Microcontroller required 

5v A 

GSM 
GSM stands for Global System for Mobile 

communication. GSM is connected to port D at pin no. 25 

and 26 GSM will receive data from microcontroller and 

then send to the operator‟s mobile.GSM used in wide 

coverage network.[3] GSM modem required 12V supply 

which will provide through transformer. 
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Voltageregulator:

      
Voltage regulator is design to automatically maintain           

the constant voltage level. It may be used electromechanically 

mechanism or electronic component . 

Features 
Voltage regulator is suitable for C-MOS,TTL the other digital 

Ic‟s power supply.It provide internal thermal overload 

protection. It prevent the internal short circuit current 

limiting.output current in excess of 1A. 

 
Water Tank 
The water level detector is triggered when it touches the water 

level at specified level . Figur  illustrates the three low levels of 

the water in the tank that to be alerted. The three levels are called 
as low level, L1,very low level, L2 and critical level L3. A signal 

is sent to each detector circuit and sent notification to 
microcontroller when it does not detect any water. From the 

microcontroller, the signal is sent to GSM and to person in-charge 
in a form of SMS. There are three sequences of SMS sent to the 

person in-charge to alert the level of the water tank.[4] 

 
 

Fig-: WATER LEVEL DETECTOR 

 

 

LCD 
Here is brief data for the Systronix 16x4 character LCD. This 

20x4 LCD is electrically and mechanically interchangeable 

with 20x4 LCDs from several 

other vendors LED backlight brightness, voltage and current 

vary widely, as does the quality of the display 

 
 

 
 
 
 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Automatic water pump control system employs the use of 

different technologies in its design, development, and 

implementation. The system used microcontroller to automate 
the process of water pumping in a tank storage system and has 

the ability to detect the level of water in a tank, switch on/off 

the pump accordingly and display the status on an LCD 

screen. This research has successfully provided an 

improvement on existing water level controllers by its use of 

calibrated circuit to indicate the water level and use of DC 

instead of AC power thereby eliminating risk of electrocution. 
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